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Talking Points

 The BPP developed the Nigeria

Open Contracting Portal (NOCOPO)

in 2018. The portal is about

opening up public procurement in

Nigeria through increased

disclosure of procurement

information to all stakeholders. The

portal was co-created with Civil

Society Organisations.
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The NOCOPO portal currently has the

pages for the MDAs to upload and

CSOs/Citizens to monitor after

publishing. The Upload information

consists of information about:

Planning, Tender, Award, Contract

and Implementation.
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 The OCDS describes how to publish data and documents for the

procurement of goods, works, and services. It makes contracting data

available for anyone to use, modify, and share, for any purpose.

 The Current system lacks some attributes of OCDS thereby requires an

upgrade. The BPP is presently in the process of upgrading the system to

address a lot issues based on feedback by users.
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 The Government has issued directives on uploading all Procurement

Information (Procurement plan and records) on the portal but this has

become one of the major challenges now. Only 50% of the total MDAs

have some of their information on the portal.

 The BPP has conducted several trainings on the use of the portal and has

so far trained about 400 MDAs and about 2000 staff.

 Some of the concerns of BPP is the quality of information provided by the

MDAs.
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 Some CSO’s are reusing the information on the system for their

monitoring activities. Especially during the COVID period, the system was

useful in providing information about COVID 19 procurements. However,

the Upgraded system will give CSOs and Citizens more detailed

Procurement Information.

 Nigeria is in process of deploying an e-GP system, which will integrate

with the NOCOPO system and provide centralized access to all data.
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 The BPP is keen in upgrading the system latest by June 2022 to be able to

provide red flags and do some analytics to assist the Bureau in its

Conduct of Procurement Audit/Surveillance and procurement decision

making. This will help Government in achieving value for money and

fitness for purpose.

 Upgrading the system will also strengthen the transparency,

accountability and integrity of public contracting in Nigeria.



















Challenges

 Change Management

 Upload of Quality Data

 Internet in some areas



The End

nocopo.bpp.gov.ng

Thank you!


